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Quarterly Issues and Programs Lists 

Q1 January 1st – March 31st, 2020 

In accordance with the Commission's Rules, the following in the opinion of station KFOX (1650 AM) Torrance 

is representative of the problems and needs of the Korean American and Asian American 

communities for the time period mentioned above. 

They are not necessarily listed in order of importance. Each issue has been addressed by significant 

public affairs and/or public service announcement programming in response to these needs. 

Public Affairs Department of KFOX1650 has determined the issues list below: 

13 ISSUES: 

1. Four Bong Joon-ho films including Parasite are also used as materials for American universities.

2. Winter storms hit tornadoes in the south... At least 10 dead.

3. Fourth Women's March in Major U.S. Cities… Thousands in Washington and New York

4. A Women in their 50s Shooting three former and current police officers in Chicago...One dead.

5. 8th case of new coronavirus in the U.S. identified. Boston man who has been to Wuhan.

6. George Gascone to run for Los Angeles County Attorney General.

7. Trump declares all-out war with household owners over "immigration policy."

8. 16,000 L.A. 'Vehicle Lodging'…Point out safety threats due to lack of parking spaces

9. Annie Cho, who is running for the 38th District of the State House.

10. L.A. Declares Corona Emergency

11. The first weekend of the coronavirus crisis... "Every day is almost paralyzed."

12. "Coronavirus, this is how you deal with it."

13. District 72 of the House of Representatives voting, including towns, are out of candidate
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Topic – Four Bong Joon-ho films including Parasite are also used as materials for American 

universities. 

Four films directed by Bong Joon-ho, including Oscar (Academy) and Golden Globe, and "Parasite," nominated for various Hollywood 

film awards, will be used as teaching materials for American universities. 

According to the Korean media "News & Post" in Atlanta, Georgia on the 4th, Georgia Tech (also known as Georgia Tech) opened a 

Korean language class for fourth-grade students, "Korean Film: Bong Joon-ho Special" (class code KOR 4183). 

In this course, we will study modern Korean society using four works directed by director Bong, "Memories of Murder" (2003), "The 

Host" (2006), "Mother" (2009), and "Parasite" (2019). 

Professor Kim Yong-taek, who is in charge of the class, told News and Post, "I have taken modern and contemporary Korean history 

classes through literature and music, but it is my first time to teach about Bong Joon-ho. He received the Golden Palm Award and 

became an Academy candidate." 

The application period ranges from 3 days to 10 days, and the "door" has been opened for students who are not enrolled at Georgia 

Tech. 

Students from other universities in Georgia can also apply for classes under the ARCHE system and receive credits, News & Post said. 

In addition, ordinary people who are not college students can take classes through the website (http://admission.gatech.edu/non-

degree/special)) if they are enrolled as special students.  

Responsive Programming 

Radio program LA Lately has discussed the phenomenal sensation of the movie “Parasite” film 

directed by Bong Joon-ho as it is also used as materials for American universities.  

Date / Time (Duration) 

January 5th 2020 / 20 Minutes 
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Topic – Winter storms hit tornadoes in the south... At least 10 dead. 

The Washington Post reported on the 11th that at least 10 people were killed when a strong winter storm swept through the 

southern United States. 

Strong storms reportedly hit parts of the southern Great Plains, including Texas and Oklahoma, the day before, later spread to the 

east and northeast. 

Thunderstorm warnings have been issued in most parts of Texas and Oklahoma, including tornado warnings in Dallas. 

Many strong winds have been reported in areas ranging from Texas to the south-central region. In particular, winds of at least 129 

kilometers per hour were measured in Texas and Mississippi. 

Three people were killed in northwest Louisiana, three in Alabama, three in Texas and one in Oklahoma. 

In Louisiana, two people were killed when a mobile home was destroyed and another was killed when a tree hit the house. Three 

lives were killed in a tornado in Alabama. 

In Texas, a man died when a fallen tree hit a house, and a police officer and an emergency guard who were dispatched to the scene 

of the crash were hit by another car and seriously injured. In Oklahoma, a man who tried to escape from a truck submerged in flood 

waters died. 

"The number of tornadoes that have been confirmed so far is small, but this number will increase if the National Weather Service 

(NWS) conducts an investigation in the future," the WP reported. 

The storm, accompanied by thunder and lightning, continued to move eastward, bringing strong winds to Alabama, Tennessee and 

Georgia. 

In particular, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Washington, D.C. and Virginia are expected to have thunder from the 

night to the morning of the 12th. 

The National Weather Service's storm forecast center issued three of the five-level storm warnings, saying that "two strong 

tornadoes could come" in addition to the danger caused by the existing strong winds. 

Tornado forecasts have also been issued for the northern Gulf of Mexico to Tennessee. 

It is also predicted that snow could fall across northern New York in eastern Michigan by Sunday, the 12th, and form a 2.5-

centimeter-thick ice.

Responsive Programming 

Daily News Program has reported that the Winter Storm affecting Southern States. Providing 

information to Korean-Americans in the region.  

Date / Time (Duration) 

January 11th 2020 / 15 Minutes 
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Topic – Fourth Women's March in Major U.S. Cities… Thousands in Washington and New York 

As many as thousands of people participated in the "Women's March" event held across the U.S. on the 18th, the Associated Press 

reported. 

Thousands gathered in Washington, D.C., and hundreds fewer in New York, with the event scheduled in more than 180 cities across 

the country. 

Participants in the women's march, which marks the fourth time this year, shouted for women's rights and interests, equal wages for 

men and women, and guaranteed reproductive rights. 

He also voiced criticism of the Trump administration's policies and urged attention to various human rights issues such as climate 

change and immigration. 

In Manhattan, New York, two events were held at Polysquare and Columbus Circle. 

At the event, where hundreds of women participated under the name Rise and Roar, Donna Hilton encouraged participants to "be 

the change that the world needs." 

Participants gathered in front of Times Square after individual marches and planned to continue the march together, but the snow 

fell in the afternoon, causing a setback in progress. 

In Los Angeles, thousands of people of all ages gathered to fill the streets from the square to City Hall Park. 

Cibel Newsom, wife of California Gov. Gavin Newsom, came out as a speaker, spearheaded gun violence control and the MeToo 

movement, and praised women for their efforts to help Democrats win the majority in the House. 

He said, "I think women will lead the country again in 2020 and get up and lead the country on the path." 

In Denver, organizers met with local organizations to learn about gun control, climate change, and reproductive rights, instead of 

holding campaign rallies after the march. 

An elementary school teacher from Vermont said he teaches a lot of immigrant students, "I wanted to speak for them in these 

political times. They should feel a sense of belonging because they belong to our society." 

One Peeta Madry, who said she participated in the women's march every time, criticized President Trump for trying to reverse former 

President Barack Obama's policy, saying she attended a rally with her younger brother to mark her 70th birthday. 

"Look what Trump did to Greta Thunbury. "He is the world's biggest outcast promoter," he said. 

Participants planned a march to the White House, but President Trump is currently staying at the Mararago Resort in Florida. 

Hundreds of thousands of people participated in the first event in 2017, along with anti-Trump sentiment, but the number of 

participants decreased significantly this year from previous years, the Associated Press reported. 

In Washington, D.C., where 100,000 people gathered last year, only thousands participated this year. 

Meanwhile, the National Archives of Korea, the National Archives of the United States, apologized for displaying some photos of 

women's marches at the women's suffrage exhibition. 



The Washington Post reported on the 18th that the National Archives used the 2017 Women's March photo, which attracted the 

largest number of people in history, to blur the pickets with anti-Trump phrases held by protesters. 

"It was a mistake to blur the anti-Trump pickets used in women's suffrage-related exhibits," the National Archives said in a 

statement, stressing that they are trying to keep the data unchanged. 

He also added that the photos that the media took issue with were allowed to be used as exhibition promotional graphics, not for 

record keeping, and that he would thoroughly review internal policies and procedures to prevent such incidents from happening 

again. 

The exhibition on the 19th Amendment, which granted women the right to vote, used pictures of rallies held in Washington during 

the 2017 Women's March.

Responsive Programming 

Night time scheduled Radio program discussion on ‘Fourth Women's March in Major U.S. Cities’ 

Date / Time (Duration) 

January 20th 2020 / 15 Minutes  
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Topic – A Women in their 50s Shooting three former and current police officers in 

Chicago...One dead. 

Shooting three women in their 50s, former and current police officers in Chicago...A woman in her 50s shot a former and current 

police officer at a cigar lounge in Chicago, killing one of them, Fox and the daily Chicago Tribune reported on the 25th. 

Lisa McMullen, 51, reportedly pulled out a pistol and shot Gregory Reeves, 51, a retired state police officer, at 10:10 p.m. the day 

before at a cigar lounge in Lyle, Chicago, for no apparent reason to be angry. 

McMullen then shot another retired police officer (55) and an incumbent police officer (48), who was off duty, and then used the gun 

to make his own extreme choice. 

Reeves died and two others were seriously injured and treated at a hospital. 

McMullen is acquainted with the officers who were shot, but it is not known how close they are. 

McMullen's crime scene was all captured by surveillance cameras. 

"We don't know why this happened at the moment," said Ron Wilkey, acting chief of the Lyle Police Station. "We're interviewing a lot 

of witnesses, and we're looking forward to getting to the bottom of it.

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the ongoing issue of ‘A Women in their 50s Shooting three 

former and current police officers in Chicago...One dead.’ 

Date / Time (Duration) 

January 28th 2020 / 15 Minutes 
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Topic – 8th case of new coronavirus in the U.S. identified. Boston man who has been to 

Wuhan. 

Bloomberg reported on the 1st that Boston, Massachusetts, had the 8th case of the new coronavirus infection. 

The Massachusetts Public Health Administration and the Boston Public Health Commission said a Boston man who recently returned 

from Wuhan, the epicenter of the new coronavirus, was confirmed to have contracted the new coronavirus. 

The health authorities were informed late the day before by the CDC that tests showed positive results. 

The man asked for medical treatment immediately after returning to the U.S. and was then quarantined. A small number of people 

the man contacted have all been identified and authorities are monitoring for signs of infection. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the ongoing issue of ‘8th case of new coronavirus in the U.S. 

identified. Boston man who has been to Wuhan.’ 

Date / Time (Duration) 

February 1st 2020 / 12 Minutes 
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Topic – George Gascón to run for Los Angeles County Attorney General. 

"We will expand communication with the Korean community to make it a better place for immigrants." 

George Gascón, who will face the LA County Attorney General Jackie Lacey in the March 3 primaries less than a month away, visited 

the newspaper on Monday. 

"If elected as prosecutor, we want to increase opportunities to communicate with Asian communities such as Koreans to create a 

community where immigrants can live by taking advantage of LA's regional strength of diversity," Gascón said. 

Gascón, who cited his extensive experience as deputy director of the Los Angeles Police Department and chief prosecutor of San 

Francisco as his strong points, said, "All experiences have synergized how to work in harmony with people to achieve the best 

results." 

When asked about the difference between San Francisco and Los Angeles County prosecutors, Gascón said, "LA is 10 times bigger 

than San Francisco, so it's a much more complex and diverse area," adding, "Nevertheless, the main issues that we need to address 

will not be that different." 

If elected LA County Attorney General, Gascón chose ▲ improvement of working environment using the latest technology ▲ 

opening community centers for various races ▲ reducing crime rates ▲ extending mental health programs in his first term. 

In particular, regarding the opening of a community center, he said, "LA is a global city representing diversity," adding, "I want to 

open community centers of various races to expand the venue for communication and understand what major issues are for each 

race." 

He also said, "We plan to increase communication opportunities with minority media, including Korean media, and hire staff of 

various races to represent each community." 

Lastly, candidate Gascon said, "I want to come back to LA, my hometown, and try to be judged equally regardless of the color of my 

skin." 

Gascón, a Cuban immigrant who joined his parents at the age of 13, majored in history at Calstate Long Beach and received a 

doctorate in law at Western State University. He joined the LA Police Department (LAPD) in 1978 and served as deputy director of 

the LAPD, and served as chief of the Arizona Mesa Police Department and the San Francisco Police Department from 2011 to 

recently. 

Meanwhile, the election is expected to be a fierce battle between incumbent prosecutor Jackie Lacey and former prosecutor Gascon, 

who served as chief prosecutor of San Francisco, as the first black female prosecutor. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the report of hosted interview took place in The Korea Times LA 

covering George Gascón who is run for new LA County Attorney General. 

Date / Time (Duration) 

February 6th 2020 / 15 Minutes 
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Topic – Trump declares all-out war with household owners over "immigration policy." 

Conflicts are intensifying with state governments that declared a "immigrant protection state" after the Trump administration 

declared a virtual litigation war with California, which is uncooperative in implementing immigration policies. 

Political media "Politico" said on the 11th that the Trump administration is going to war with California over immigration policies and 

that the federal Justice Department filed a lawsuit against California, New Jersey and King County, Washington, on the 10th. 

Since its launch, the Trump administration has been at odds with states that have declared so-called "immigrant protection states" 

leading pro-immigrant policies, including California, over immigration policies. 

The Federal Justice Department explained the background of the lawsuit, saying that the federal government's immigration law 

enforcement is hindered by the non-cooperation of so-called pro-immigrant governments such as California, New Jersey and King 

County, Washington. 

In particular, the key target of the lawsuit is reportedly in line with state laws banning the establishment of private immigration 

detention centers by the state government. California is effectively blocking the Trump administration's immigration policy, which is 

pushing to expand immigration detention centers, by law banning private prison companies across the state. 

"So-called liberal local governments, such as California, are endangering law-abiding U.S. citizens to protect immigrants with criminal 

records," Federal Attorney General William Barr said. In a speech to the National Sherif Commissioner's Association on the same day, 

Attorney General Barr said he filed a lawsuit against California and others. 

The lawsuit also included the New Jersey state government, which bans local police from cooperating with immigration crackdowns 

The Justice Department said in its complaint that the state of New Jersey prohibits the provision of information on illegal residents 

to the Federal Immigration and Customs Service (ICE), and that the New Jersey law violates the federal constitution. 

The King County, Washington, administrative order banning the use of airport facilities in Seattle to deport illegal immigrants also 

blocked federal government enforcement of immigration laws, calling on federal courts to nullify the order. 

Earlier in January, the Trump administration issued an unusual summons to the New York City Correctional Administration, which is 

uncooperative in immigration crackdowns, signaling a conflict. 

The Federal Immigration and Customs Administration issued a summons to the New York City Correctional Administration on April 

17 asking for information on four currently in prison immigrants, saying it was necessary to identify four criminal immigrants 

accused of murder. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the ongoing issue of ‘Trump declares all-out war with 

household owners over "immigration policy."’ Hosts discussed the news and laws regarding the 

topic. 

Date / Time (Duration) 

February 12th 2020 / 12 Minutes 
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Topic – 16,000 L.A. 'Vehicle Lodging'…Point out safety threats due to lack of parking spaces 

There are 16,000 practically homeless people living in LA alone, but there are no parking facilities where they can rest even for a 

while, raising claims that safety parking lots need to be expanded for them. 

The Los Angeles Daily News said on the 20th that there are 16,000 homeless people who eat and sleep in cars because they cannot 

afford expensive rental fees, but there is no safe parking lot where they can relax at night. 

The Daily News reported that Jane Barnett, a homeless woman in a car, secretly slept in a nearby gym bathroom and slept in a car 

with her son in anxiety at night, allowing her to enter Safe Parkingrat, making her a much safer life. This Safe Parkingrat in Rishida 

has bathrooms, security.The circle resides 24 hours a day. 

However, these safety parking lots are far from sufficient. According to Safe Parking LA, a non-profit organization that helps 

homeless people who live in cars, only eight are opening parking spaces for homeless people living in cars at night as of December 

last year. According to community statistics from the Los Angeles County Homeless Department, about 120 out of 587 homeless 

people in Koreatown live in cars, vans and trucks, and they wander around the streets every night because they cannot find a place 

to park. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program public news announcements and discussion on ‘16,000 L.A. 'Vehicle 

Lodging'…Point out safety threats due to lack of parking spaces’ 

Date / Time (Duration) 

February 20th 2020 / 10 Minutes 
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Topic – Annie Cho, who is running for the 38th District of the State House. 

Korean candidate Annie Cho (Minju), who is challenging California's 38th Congressman in the March 3 election, visited the 

newspaper on the 28th and expressed her determination to create a fresh wave of political reform in the state legislature as a 

political rookie. 

"Once the bill is passed, the existing politicians in the state legislature don't seem to have much interest in how the law they enacted 

is actually being implemented on the spot," Cho said. "We will take a new view of the legislation." 

Former U.S. Senator Alan Cranston, former House Speaker Mike Ruth, and former Los Angeles Mayor James Han, former 

commissioner of the Los Angeles Metropolitan Power Commission, Cho runs a public relations company and also works as a real 

estate sales agent. 

In this election, Cho pledged ▲ public education for the next generation ▲ eco-friendly policies in response to climate change ▲ 

policies for the socially disadvantaged such as women and minorities ▲ public transportation expansion. 

"The 38th House of Representatives was originally classified as a Republican stronghold, but the Democratic Congressman Christie 

Smith was elected in the 2018 election and is considered a "purple" district," Cho said. "If Korean voters help me, I have a high 

chance of winning." 

"Purple" refers to a place where there are almost half-and-half Republican and Democratic voters, meaning a mixture of blue, the 

symbol of the Democratic Party, and red, the symbol of the Republican Party. 

The 38th district of the House of Representatives, where Cho is running, is home to seven candidates, with Republican candidate 

Sudget Martinez and Democratic candidate Cho considered the top two candidates. 

In particular, the 38th District includes areas such as Granada Hills, Porter Ranch, Chatsworth, Valencia, and Stevenson Ranch in 

Valley, where there are about 4,500 Korean voters, making it a strong place for Korean voters. 

"The Korean community is developing more and more in education and business, but there is still a long way to go in the political 

field," Cho said. "I really want to be elected and contribute to the development of the political power of the candidate added. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the report of hosted interview took place in The Korea Times LA 

covering Annie Cho who is run for 38th District of the State house. 

Date / Time (Duration) 

February 28th 2020 / 10 Minutes 
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Topic – L.A. Declares Corona Emergency 

As concerns over the spread of coronavirus have grown, LA City and LA County have declared a "Corona 19 emergency" and decided 

to actively and preemptively prevent the spread of infection. 

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Gassetti held a press conference at the Los Angeles County Government Complex on Tuesday and declared a 

"Corona 19 emergency" across the city and counties. 

Mayor Gassetti said, "As a series of confirmed cases of coronavirus are appearing in the city and county of Los Angeles, we declare a 

coronavirus emergency across the city and county in a preemptive manner to prevent the spread." 

"There have been six additional confirmed cases in LA County, including one resident in LA, but there are currently no signs of 

regional diffusion," Gassetti said. "The city of Los Angeles has recently tested more than 20 suspected people for coronavirus, but 

there have been no signs of regional expansion," Gassetti said. 

"We have declared a state of emergency to prepare for the coronavirus," Los Angeles Mayor Eric Gassetti said. "We have tested more 

than 20 people recently, but there have been no signs of a regional spread." 

Responsive Programming 

Daily news program has covered the ongoing issue of Corona Virus warning the listeners to be 

aware of the emergency state. Covering most up to date information about the virus and public 

approach. 

Date / Time (Duration) 

March 4th 2020 / 14 Minutes 
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Topic – The first weekend of the coronavirus crisis... "Every day is almost paralyzed." 

The U.S. marked its first weekend on the 14th after declaring a "national emergency" of a new coronavirus infection (Corona 19). 

Local media such as the Associated Press and CNN reported that the lives of Americans enjoying the weekend have changed 

completely as more than hundreds of people have been banned from gathering due to coronavirus and various leisure facilities have 

been closed one after another. 

◇ Cancel weekend worship…Empty shelves throughout large stores.

CNN reported that the daily lives of Americans were almost paralyzed after the coronavirus declaration. 

Famous theme parks such as Disneyland and Disney World and Broadway theaters in New York have been closed one after another, 

and NBA, golf, and soccer games have also been suspended. 

There were many places to cancel the weekend service. 

The Catholic Archdiocese in New York issued a statement saying it would stop worshiping for fear of the spread of coronavirus 19. 

"Let's pray for all patients, doctors and nurses, and all those who are struggling to fight the disease," Archbishop Timothy Dolan 

said. 

The declaration of the closure of school continued over the weekend. 

Sixteen states, including Virginia, issued school closures until the previous day, and North Carolina announced that schools will be 

closed for at least two weeks starting next week. 

According to Education Week, a U.S. education media, 26 million students will be affected by the closure of school. 

"Amid growing fears, Americans are preparing for a new life after school closures," the Associated Press said. 

In particular, when the school closure order spread, parents stomped to find alternative childcare facilities and caregivers. 

"Today's situation is completely different from yesterday and we don't know what will happen tomorrow," a parent living in Oregon 

told The Associated Press. 

There was also a phenomenon of hoarding daily necessities. 

Foreign media reported that citizens who felt anxious after the emergency declaration rushed to large stores and stores such as 

Costco the afternoon before, running out of water and toilet paper, leaving empty shelves all over the store. 

"It took more than 30 minutes just to pay for the food," a Massachusetts resident told CNN. "The staff also relieved the customers 

by announcing that they were open on weekends. 

◇Coronavirus outbreak in 49 states…Health authorities "do not reach a peak."

The number of coronavirus cases in the United States exceeded 2,800. 

CNN reported that the CDC and local health authorities (as of 9 p.m. on the 14th of Eastern Time) counted the current status of the 

CDC and 2,816 people were infected with coronavirus and 58 were killed. 



Of the 50 states in the United States, West Virginia was the only state where no coronavirus cases were reported, CNN said. 

In New York State, where coronavirus is spreading rapidly, the number of patients increased by about 100 in a day, and the first 

death toll came out. 

Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Diseases (NIAID) under the U.S. National Health Center, said in a 

White House briefing that "it has not reached its peak" regarding the spread of coronavirus 19. 

Fauci went on to warn that more patients and deaths will occur, especially among the elderly who are vulnerable to coronavirus 19. 

The White House, the heart of the U.S., added Britain and Ireland to the U.S. entry ban, raising the level of the coronavirus 19 alert. 

Vice President Mike Pence held a coronavirus task force meeting at the White House and said in a press briefing that the U.S. will 

include Britain and Ireland on the list of travel restrictions from midnight on the 17th. 

In addition, the White House has decided to conduct a heated audit of all those who have been in close contact with President 

Donald Trump and Vice President Pence to prepare for any contingencies. 

President Trump, who had a controversy over contact with confirmed cases of coronavirus, was tested for coronavirus on the 13th 

and tested negative on the same day. 

Meanwhile, Latin America has also further closed its borders as the number of patients continues to increase. 

Ecuador has decided to ban all foreigners from entering the country starting on the 15th, and Guatemala has decided to block 

additional entry from the U.S. and Canada. 

Colombia has banned entry into Asia and Europe since Wednesday, while closing its land border with Venezuela. 

The number of confirmed cases of coronavirus in Brazil has well exceeded 100. Brazil's Health Ministry said in a press briefing that 

the number of confirmed cases of coronavirus increased from 98 to 121 the previous day. 

Responsive Programming 

Radio program LA Lately has discussed about the coronavirus affecting the public. As the first 

weekend of the public emergency announcement, program covered warnings and news.  

Date / Time (Duration) 

March 14th 2020 / 15 Minutes 
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Topic – "Coronavirus, this is how you deal with it." 

"I hope the coronavirus outbreak will be resolved soon." 

Michelle Park, chairman of OC Supervisor, wrote what she needed to know about the new coronavirus in Korean, English, Spanish, 

and Vietnamese produced by the Orange County Health Bureau on the 17th and distributed about 4,000 notices to major 

organizations and businesses. 

The preventive guidelines are representative of the Korean community and provided 2-300 copies to the Orange County Korean 

Association (Chairman Kim Jong-dae), the Korea-U.S. Senior Citizens Association (Chairman Shin Young-kyun), Arirang Market, and 

other large markets in Orange County. It also delivered 200 copies to The Sauce, the largest Korean shopping mall in Buenapak. 

The content is on the Orange County Health Administration's website (www.ochealthinfo.com), which provides daily updates on the 

coronavirus outbreak status of residents of Orange County, and further details of this can be found on the website. 

How should we deal with symptoms along with the current status of the Orange County coronavirus and preventive measures on this 

website? Questions and answers about the coronavirus are written in Korean. 

"I hope that the coronavirus situation will be resolved as soon as possible by following the guidelines proposed by the federal 

government," said Huh Sang-gil, an aide to Steel Supervisor's office, Michelle Park. 

"We will do our best to stop the spread of the coronavirus as soon as possible," Huh Sang-gil said, adding, "If you go to the health 

bureau's website, you can get more information." 

According to data released by the Orange County Health Department on Monday morning, there are currently 21 cases of 

coronavirus. Among them, 13 cases of travel-related infections and four cases of human contact were reported. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily Program discussed various information on public safety about the coronavirus outbreak. 

Announcing the public on how to deal with the virus. More information could be found 

www.ochealthinfo.com 

Date / Time (Duration) 

March 17th 2020 / 20 Minutes 
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Topic – District 72 of the House of Representatives voting, including towns, are out of 

candidate 

Tyler Dieppo, an active member of the House of Representatives in District 72 that includes Garden Grove Koreatown, was eventually 

eliminated. As a result, Janet Nuen and Tu Ha Nuen will compete in the final round in November. 

Janet Nueyen (former Republican Senator from California) recorded 33.8 percent, Tu Ha Nueyen 25.5 percent, and incumbent 

lawmaker Tyler Dief (Republican) 24.8 percent on the 23rd when the vote was closed. Tyler Diepp lost by 0.7 percentage points. 

Tu Ha Nuen, a city councilor who has a district (the third district) in Gardengrove, was elected as a cancer scientist in 2016 and won 

re-election in 2018 by a wide margin. 

Meanwhile, the House of Representatives of California, District 72, covers northern Orange County from Garden Grove to Silvich. 

Responsive Programming 

Daily News Program has covered the ongoing status of voting event for District 72’s Voting status 

for House of representatives.   

Date / Time (Duration) 

March 26th 2020 / 12 Minutes 


